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Computational anatomical atlases have shown to be of immense value in neuroimaging
as they provide age appropriate reference spaces alongside ancillary anatomical
information for automated analysis such as subcortical structural definitions, cortical
parcellations or white fiber tract regions. Standard workflows in neuroimaging necessitate
such atlases to be appropriately selected for the subject population of interest. This is
especially of importance in early postnatal brain development, where rapid changes in
brain shape and appearance render neuroimaging workflows sensitive to the appropriate
atlas choice. We present here a set of novel computation atlases for structural MRI and
Diffusion Tensor Imaging as crucial resource for the analysis of MRI data from non-human
primate rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta) data in early postnatal brain development.
Forty socially-housed infant macaques were scanned longitudinally at ages 2 weeks,
3, 6, and 12 months in order to create cross-sectional structural and DTI atlases via
unbiased atlas building at each of these ages. Probabilistic spatial prior definitions for the
major tissue classes were trained on each atlas with expert manual segmentations. In
this article we present the development and use of these atlases with publicly available
tools, as well as the atlases themselves, which are publicly disseminated to the scientific
community.
Keywords: neuroimaging, non-human primate, macaque, computational atlases, white matter pathways, magnetic
resonance imaging, diffusion tensor imaging, automatic segmentation

INTRODUCTION
Non-human primate models are widely used for comparative studies with human neuropathology
(Lebherz et al., 2005; Lubach and Coe, 2006; Short et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2013). Advantages
include the biological similarity, such as the gestation of a single offspring, a prolonged in utero
development, and the maturational stage of the neonatal brain at birth. Among non-human
primate models, the rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta) has been the most widely studied monkey
due to its phylogenetic closeness to humans (Rilling and Insel, 1999; Passingham, 2009) and the
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a larger study where animals were scanned longitudinally during
infancy and the early juvenile period (from 2 weeks through
18 months of age) to examine the role of maternal care on
brain and biobehavioral development (see Hoftman and Lewis,
2011; McCormack et al., 2015; Howell et al., 2017). Subject
age and gender distribution at each age is shown in Table 1.
The infants lived with their mothers for the entire duration
of the study and families in large social groups consisting of
75–150 adult females, their sub-adult and juvenile offspring and
2–3 males. The groups were housed in outdoor compounds
(∼100 × 100 ft) with adjacent climate-controlled indoor housing
area. Standard high fiber, low fat monkey chow (Purina Mills
Int., Lab Diets, St. Louis, MO) and seasonal fruits and vegetables
were provided twice daily, in parallel to enrichment items.
Water was available ad libitum. All studies were performed
in accordance with the Animal Welfare Act and the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services “Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals,” and approved by the
Emory University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC).
In this work, we present atlases that represent typically
developing, socially housed rhesus monkeys with a broad range
of maternal care experiences and also spanning all social
hierarchy strata (high, medium, and low ranking families).
Atlases were generated at ages 2 weeks, 3, 6, and 12 months.
In our experiments, 18 month old structural datasets were wellrepresented by the 12 month atlas and thus no additional 18
month structural atlas was generated.

potential to examine more complex functions and behavior
associated with encephalization (Price and Coe, 2000). The use of
monkeys in a socially complex but captive setting like that at the
Yerkes National Primate Research Center (YNPRC) focus of this
paper also facilitates species-typical experiences while ensuring
genetically and environmentally controlled studies (Harlow
et al., 1971). Additionally, rhesus macaques show hemispheric
asymmetry and sex differences in their brains during adolescence
similar to humans (Shi et al., 2013).
While there are detailed neuroanatomical, and neurochemical
descriptions of early postnatal maturation in some regions of
the monkey brain, such as the amygdala, hippocampus and
prefrontal and visual cortices (Goldman-Rakic, 1987; Hoftman
and Lewis, 2011; Chareyron et al., 2012), less information exist
on global brain maturation, with the exception of early studies
of cortical circuitry and synaptogenesis (Rakic et al., 1986;
Goldman-Rakic, 1987).
MRI studies have significantly expanded our knowledge of
brain development during childhood (Sowell et al., 2002; Shaw
et al., 2008; Knickmeyer et al., 2010; Gilmore et al., 2012;
Shi et al., 2013). Image-based reference atlases (templates) are
crucial to provide information for automatic processing of MRI
individual data. These atlases are used for aligning new images for
the purpose of normalization into a common coordinate space
(Mazziotta et al., 2001). In addition, regions of interest can be
outlined in the template images and propagated from these to
the observed data (Fonov et al., 2011; Kuklisova-Murgasova et al.,
2011) for segmentation or region analysis.
Currently a number of structural and diffusion MRI-based
macaque brain atlases are available, mainly from adults (Styner
et al., 2007; McLaren et al., 2009; Rohlfing et al., 2012; Calabrese
et al., 2015) and elderly (Adluru et al., 2012) rhesus macaque
populations. There is though a notable lack of publically available
macaque atlases during the early postnatal brain development.
This paper fills that void providing with MRI atlases for structural
and diffusion MRI analysis at postnatal ages that expand the
infant and early juvenile periods (postnatal ages 2 weeks, 3, 6, and
12 months).

Imaging
T1 weighted (T1w), T2 weighted (T2w), and diffusion weighted
images (DWI) were acquired longitudinally at ages 2 weeks,
3, 6, 12, and 18 months (see Figure 1 for an example subject
scanset). Thirty-one subjects had a full set of five longitudinal
scans; eight subjects had four successful scan sessions, and
one subject had three successful scan sessions. Images were
acquired on a 3T Siemens Trio scanner (Malvern, PA) at the
Yerkes National Primate Research Center’s (YNPRC) Imaging
Center using an eight-channel array, transmit and receive knee
volume coil. The subjects were scanned supine under isoflurane
anesthesia (0.8–1% isoflurane, inhalation). A custom-made head
holder with ear bars and a mouth piece was used to secure
and prevent movement of the head in order to avoid motion
artifacts. A vitamin E capsule was placed to the right temple
to identify the right brain hemisphere. Animals were intubated,
administered dextrose/NaCl (I.V.) for hydration, placed over
an MRI-compatible heating pad to maintain temperature and
physiological measures monitored during the scans. After

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, we describe the methods and data used to
construct the early brain development atlases and their associated
maps. For that purpose, we employed a number of image analysis
software tools, most of them available as open source (see
Section Referenced Resources for a full list) for intensity bias
correction, image alignment, group-wise registration, deformable
image registration, tissue segmentations, reformatting,
diffusion image processing, and general-purpose image
operations.

TABLE 1 | Subject table.

Subjects
This study was conducted at the Yerkes National Primate
Research Center (YNPRC) Field Station, Emory University
(Lawrenceville, GA). A total of 40 infant rhesus monkeys
(M. mulatta) were used for the generation of the atlases as part of
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Age (days)
Number of scans
Sex (m/f)

2

2 weeks

3 months

6 months

12 months

18 months

15 ± 4

84 ± 4

171 ± 6

368 ± 7

535 ± 6

34

36

37

40

35

16/18

19/17

20/17

21/19

18/17
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FIGURE 1 | Example subject dataset with scans from 2 weeks to 18 months of age. At each age a T1 weighted and T2 weighted scan, as well as a diffusion
weighted/tensor scan was acquired. The diffusion data has been skull stripped and up-interpolated to isotropic 0.65 mm resolution.

parameters: TI/TR/TE = 950/3000/3.3 ms; four averages;
flip angle 8, voxel size: 0.6 mm3 isotropic resolution, FOV
115.2 × 115.2 mm, matrix 192 × 192). T2w images were collected
in the same direction as the T1 (TR/TE = 7900/125 ms, voxel
size = 0.5 × 0.5 × 1.0 mm3 , 10 averages, FOV 96 × 96 mm,

each subject was scanned and had completely recovered from
anesthesia, it was returned to its mother, and mother-infant dyad
returned to their social group.
T1w data were acquired with a magnetization prepared
rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence with the following
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AtlasWerks yielding deformation fields that warp individual
T1w images into the atlas space Adef . These deformation fields
were then applied to the T2w images and an unbiased T2w
atlas image in the same atlas space Adef was computed.
5. Building upon this initial deformable atlas images, we
constructed a more refined final atlas Afinal by registering
all individual images to Adef using a multi-channel (equally
weighted), symmetric deformable registration via ANTS
(Avants et al., 2011; metric: cross-correlation at kernel radius
of 1 mm), followed by averaging the registered images. A
final deformable alignment for all images was performed by
applying the same ANTS based registration to Afinal .
6. The final deformation fields that warp subjects to the
atlas space Afinal were applied to non-skull-stripped data to
compute non-skull-stripped atlas images.

matrix 192 × 192) to help with anatomical identification of
white matter (WM), gray matter (GM) and cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) borders, and delineation of ROIs (Knickmeyer et al., 2010).
DWI data were collected with a single-shot dual spin-echo EPI
sequence with GRAPPA (R = 3), voxel size: 1.3 × 1.3 × 1.3 mm3
with zero gap, 60 directions, TR/TE = 5000/86 ms, 40 slices, FOV:
83 × 83 mm, matrix 64 × 64, b:0, 1000 s/mm2 , and 12 averages,
acquisition time: 75 min.

Structural MRI Atlas Building
Pre-processing
Before the atlas generation process, we pre-processed all
datasets in the following way, using the AutoSeg version 3.3.2,
segmentation package (Wang et al., 2014): First, all MRI datasets
were converted from DICOM into the volumetric NRRD format
(Fedorov et al., 2012), followed by intensity inhomogeneity
correction using the N4 (Tustison et al., 2010) tool and rigid body
registration to a prior external atlas space, the UNC-Wisconsin
juvenile macaque atlas, created from 18 cases of rhesus macaques
aged 16–34 months (Styner et al., 2007)1 , via AutoSeg (v3.3.2).
Rigid registration to the prior atlas is computed for the T1w
images, whereas each T2w image is registered to is corresponding
atlas-aligned T1w image. Due to this initial registration, the
resulting atlases are approximately rigidly aligned with the UNCWisconsin juvenile macaque atlas space. Both individual T1w and
T2w were subsequently resampled to the juvenile atlas resolution
at isotropic 0.273 mm. For the generation of the initial brain
mask (for the purpose of skull stripping), we employed the
UNC-Wisconsin juvenile macaque atlas via ABC (Prastawa et al.,
2005). All these initial, automatically generated brain masks were
manually corrected by human expert raters via InsightSNAP
(Yushkevich et al., 2006).

All registration steps in this atlas building were assessed for
appropriate mapping of the individual MR images into the atlas
space via MriWatcher (See Supplemental Figure 1).

Tissue Segmentation Priors on the Atlas
We computed prior probability maps for a standard tissue
segmentation of white matter (WM), gray matter (GM), and CSF.
These prior maps can be used with most tissue segmentation
tools as part of AutoSeg (Wang et al., 2014), ANTS (Avants et al.,
2011), and FSL (Jenkinson et al., 2012). The prior maps were
determined in two phases, first iteratively for the 12 month old
data, which were then propagated to the younger ages. These
prior probability maps were based on manually corrected tissue
segmentations from four subjects only and not the whole atlas
population. Consequently, while the atlas grayscale images are
of unbiased nature, the prior probability maps are biased to the
(random) selection of these four subjects.

Cross-Sectional Atlas Building
12 month atlas and tissue class priors

Cross-sectional structural population average atlas images were
generated at ages 2 weeks, 3, 6, and 12 months (see Figures 2, 3),
independently, employing the following steps starting with the
pre-processed, brain masked images (see Figure 4 for a schematic
of the atlas building workflow and Figure 5 for the resulting
structural atlases):

1. We first propagated manually corrected tissue type label
segmentation from an existing adolescent-age structural atlas
(Knickmeyer et al., 2010) to the 12 month cross-sectional
atlas space via symmetric deformable registration via ANTS
(Avants et al., 2011). This was performed using the T1w
images only. The propagated tissue segmentation was then
manually corrected by experienced raters. In addition, new
tissue types for thalamus, globus pallidus (GP), and large
vessels were manually outlined in atlas space to improve the
segmentation results, as vessels appears of similar intensity
to WM on the T1w scans. We then performed dilation
of one voxel followed by a Gaussian smoothing (sigma.1,
iteration 5) separately for each tissue class. Finally, all
the segmentation probability maps were normalized and a
background-rejection class prior was computed. We will refer
to this atlas and priors as atlas A12-1 .
2. Automatic segmentation was performed via ABC, a
deformable registration based atlas moderated Expectation
Maximization (EM) classification approach provided within
AutoSeg (version 3.3.2), with atlas A12-1 on all the subjects.
We then manually corrected all segmentation tissue labels on
four randomly chosen subjects.

1. A subject St was randomly chosen as a template for intensity
normalization (step 2) and initial affine alignment (step 3).
2. All T1w and T2w images were intensity normalized via
histogram-quantile based intensity calibration to the T1w and
T2w images of St .
3. Initial affine alignment of all T1w images to St ’s T1w image
was performed next via the general registration module in
3D Slicer (Fedorov et al., 2012). All aligned T1w images were
averaged to generate the structural affine atlas Aaffine . A final
affine alignment was then computed for all T1w images to
Aaffine . The resulting affine transforms were applied to the
corresponding T2w images.
4. An initial unbiased T1w atlas image was constructed from the
affinely aligned T1w images (Joshi et al., 2004) using unbiased
diffeomorphic fluid-model based deformable registration with
1 https://www.nitrc.org/projects/primate_atlas
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FIGURE 2 | Cross-sectional average T1-weighted atlas images at the four atlas building ages.

2 week atlas and tissue class priors

3. The A12-1 tissue probability maps were then updated with the
four manually segmented cases by mapping the segmentations
back into atlas space, where they were averaged, Gaussian
smoothed (sigma.1), and re-normalized to generate priors we
will refer to as A12-2 .
4. The A12-2 tissue probability maps were iteratively optimized.
In each optimization loop, we first computed the automatic
tissue segmentation via ABC (as in step 2) of the four
cases, then determined difference/error maps of the automatic
segmentation vs. the manual segmentation, ranging from
−1 to 1 for each tissue type. Next, this error map was
propagated back to the atlas space and the probability
map for each tissue class were corrected by subtracting the
corresponding average error map multiplied by 0.25. The
corrected probability maps were then renormalized. This
procedure was iteratively performed until convergence of
the error maps, yielding the final tissue class probability
maps A12 .

Similar to above, we selected the same four subjects and applied
automatic tissue segmentation to the scans at 2 weeks of age
with A3 as the prior atlas. The segmentation results of these four
subjects were then manually corrected and the same optimization
steps (3) and (4) as for A12 were applied to yield age specific priors
atlases A2w .

Subcortical region definition
Subcortical region label maps were propagated from the existing
UNC-Wisconsin adolescent atlas (Styner et al., 2007) to the 12
month atlas image by deformable registration via ANTS (Avants
et al., 2011). The subcortical label maps were then manually
edited and propagated to 6, 3 month and 2 week atlas via
deformable co-registration.

Parcellations
Lobar regional parcellation maps were propagated in the same
fashion as the subcortical regions from the existing UNCWisconsin adolescent atlas first to the 12 month atlas and then
to other ages.

3 and 6 month atlas and tissue class priors
We selected the same four subjects as for generation of A12
and applied automatic tissue segmentation via ABC to the
scans at 3 and 6 months of age with A12 as the prior atlas.
Tissue segmentation was performed The segmentation results of
these four subjects were then manually corrected and the same
optimization steps (3) and (4) as for A12 were applied to yield age
specific priors atlases A3 and A6 .

Frontiers in Neuroscience | www.frontiersin.org

Histological regions
We also co-registered the high resolution post-mortem atlas
with regional definitions according to the Paxinos histological
atlas (Calabrese et al., 2015) using a multi-modality (equally
weighted), symmetric deformable registration via ANTS (Avants
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FIGURE 3 | Cross-sectional average T2-weighted atlas images at the four atlas building ages.

FIGURE 4 | Schematic view of atlas building workflow.

2015) via affine registration of diffusion-weighted images to
the baseline B0 image. Diffusion tensors were computed
using weighted least squares fitting (Goodlett et al., 2007).
The tensor Eigenvalues were calculated to obtain diffusion
property maps, including fractional anisotropy (FA), mean
diffusivity (MD), axial diffusivity (AD), and radial diffusivity
(RD). Skull stripping was performed after propagation of
the manual structural mask via deformable registration of
the structural T2 weighted image to the corresponding B0
images.

et al., 2011). Those regional definitions were propagated to the 12
month atlas.

DWI and DTI Quality Control
DWI Quality Control—DTIPrep
Diffusion-weighted images were up-interpolated to an isotropic
0.65 mm resolution using windowed sinc interpolation. Removal
of artifact rich diffusion weighted images, as well as correction
of motion and eddy current artifacts were performed with
the in-house tool DTIPrep (Oguz et al., 2014; Liu et al.,
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FIGURE 5 | Tissue segmentation priors in atlas space at the four different ages.
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DTI Atlas Building

confirm the presence of all major fiber tracts in the atlas DTI
images. ROI seeding voxels were manually determined and
standard streamline tractography was used to obtain the major
fiber tracts, including the uncinate fasciculus, cingulum bundle,
inferior longitudinal fasciculus, middle longitudinal fasciculus,
different subdivisions of the internal capsule and genu and
splenium of the corpus callosum. Tracts were identified using
anatomical landmarks for the rhesus monkey brain as previously
defined (Schmahmann et al., 2007; Schmahmann and Pandya,
2009).

The diffusion atlas generated by the atlas building described
below is defined approximately in the general space as the
structural atlases, the juvenile UNC-Wisconsin atlas space. It is
noteworthy though that the diffusion atlases and the structural
atlases are not voxel-wise corresponding.

Cross-Sectional DTI Atlas
A preliminary FA atlas was created first at 12 months. The same
basic algorithm used for the structural atlas computation was
used after applying histogram normalization to all FA maps
yielding diffeomorphic field maps that warp each individual
subject to the atlas.
This FA map was then used as the affine template for creating
cross-sectional atlases at 2 weeks, 3, 6, 12, and 18 months of
age. In-house tool DTIAtlasBuilder was used for atlas creation
in this step. In detail, at each age, all the FA maps were first
affine registered to a prior FA template. For 12 months, that
template was a randomly selected case, rigidly realigned to the
juvenile UNC-Wisconsin T2w atlas. All other ages employed the
12 month DTI atlas as a prior template for the affine registration.
Then similar to the structural atlas building process, an unbiased
diffeomorphic atlas was created using AtlasWerks. Subsequently,
all the FA images were registered to this diffeomorphic atlas with
ANTS. The final ANTS atlas was generated by averaging the
deformed individuals. The result field maps were then applied
to each corresponding tensor image and a finite-strain algorithm
was adopted to reorient the tensors (Alexander et al., 2001). The
final DTI atlas was computed as the average over all the warped
tensor images (Goodlett et al., 2009). The DTI atlases at all ages
are visualized in Figure 6.

APPLICATIONS
Structural Analysis
The structural atlases developed here (Figure 5) with their tissue
type priors can be used to generate automatic tissue segmentation
with any major software platform, though these have been
specifically trained for use with AutoSeg.
Figures 7, 8 show an example subject at 3 and 12 months
of age segmented via AutoSeg using the structural atlas at
corresponding ages. Tissue segmentation, lobar parcellation,
and subcortical segmentation results can thus be automatically
generated for volumetric analysis in developmental macaque
studies.

DTI Analysis
The generated longitudinal DTI atlases can be used as a reference
space for analysis of developmental macaque data, as well as the
provided fiber tracts in atlas space can be used for fiber based
analysis, such as in Shi et al. (2013) and Verde et al. (2014). In
our own studies, we employ these atlases both as reference spaces
as well as fiber definitions.

Longitudinal DTI Atlas
A longitudinal DTI atlas was also created with all the subjects
at all ages (from 2 weeks through 18 months). First, a subjectspecific DTI atlas was created with images at all the time
points for each subject, respectively via DTIAtlasBuilder. The
initial affine template was chosen the same for all subject,
specifically the same template image as for the cross-sectional
12 month atlas building, which had been rigidly aligned to
the juvenile UNC-Wisconsin atlas space. The resulting subjectspecific DTI atlases were then used as input for DTIAtlasBuilder
to generate a longitudinal DTI atlas and displacement fields
that map the subject-specific atlas to the final longitudinal
space. Displacement fields from the two steps were concatenated
to generate the final displacement field maps that warp the
individual DTI maps to the final longitudinal atlas apace.
The final displacement field maps were then applied to
the original individual DTI to avoid repeated interpolation
from both steps. The deformed DTI were then averaged to
generate the final DTI atlas to avoid interpolation from both
steps.

CONCLUSION

Fiber Tracking

REFERENCED RESOURCES

We performed fiber tracking of major rhesus monkey tracts in
the DTI atlas space with 3D Slicer (Verde et al., 2014). Whole
brain tractography (see Figure 9) was performed to visually

3D Slicer: http://www.slicer.org
DTIPrep: http://www.nitrc.org/projects/dtiprep/
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In this manuscript, we present a novel resource for the analysis
of macaque MRI datasets in early postnatal brain development.
Both structural and diffusion based atlases were generated from
at ages 2 weeks to 12 months (and additionally at age 18
months for the DTI atlases). These atlas images alongside the
supporting information of tissue class priors and fiber tracts
are being disseminated publically as a general resource for the
field.
For the use of our atlases in diffusion analyses, we recommend
the use of the age-appropriate cross-sectional atlas for crosssectional studies and the longitudinal atlas for longitudinal
studies in this early postnatal phase.
All generated atlases described in this paper are available at the
following Neuro Imaging Toolkit and Resource Clearinghouse
(NITRC) webpage: https://www.nitrc.org/projects/macaque_
atlas/ (Note: Atlases will be publically released upon publication
of this manuscript).
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FIGURE 6 | Cross-sectional average DTI atlas images at the five atlas building ages on the same axial slice for AD, MD, RD, FA, and
orientation-colored FA.

BRAINS: http://www.nitrc.org/projects/brains/
ANTS: http://www.picsl.upenn.edu/ANTS/
FiberViewerLight: http://www.nitrc.org/projects/fvlight/
DTIAtlasFiberAnalyzer:
http://www.nitrc.org/projects/dti_
tract_stat
FADTTS: http://www.nitrc.org/projects/fadtts/
Matlab: http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/

AutoSeg: http://www.nitrc.org/projects/autoseg/
itk-SNAP: http://www.itksnap.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php
DTIAtlasBuilder: http://www.nitrc.org/projects/dtiatlasbuilder/
MriWatcher: http://www.nitrc.org/projects/mriwatcher/
AtlasWerks: http://www.sci.utah.edu/software/13/370-atlaswerks.
html
DTI-Reg: http://www.nitrc.org/projects/dtireg/
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FIGURE 7 | AutoSeg tissue segmentation results in a representative subject at 3 and 12 months of age.

FIGURE 8 | AutoSeg GM parcellation (top row) and subcortical structures (bottom row) in a representative subject at 12 months, with axial (left) and
sagittal slice (middle), and 3D rendering (right) views.

FIGURE 9 | Whole brain tractography in the 12 months cross-sectional atlas space.
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